This study presents a methodology for classifying road traffic energy efficiency. The indicators defined discriminate the impact of the road vertical and horizontal alignments upon energy consumption, disclosing the improvement potential of the road as a function of the traffic origin-destination matrix. The methodologic approach is based on basic physical principals, thus guarantying its generality, as opposed to the usual empirical mesoscale approaches. A simplified algebraic procedure is also proposed, resorting to simplified driving cycles and a constant speed assumption (CSA), thus avoiding the intricacy of microscale/microsimulation models. The simplified methodology was validated against field data acquired on the Portuguese highway A25. A microscale vehicle specific power analysis combined with detailed fuel models is compared against CSA results. The findings demonstrate its adequacy for free-flow traffic conditions and the importance of classifying road traffic energy-efficiency. For the case studied, it was found that 49.5% of the round trip propulsive energy expended by a 37-ton truck on the A25, a modern road, was degraded as heat through braking. The difference found between the microscale analysis and CSA approach is 0.8%, despite the speed unevenness, varying between 32 and 96 km/h, with a standard deviation of 24% of the average speed.
Introduction
The need to expand the knowledge on road energy consumption in a variety of scenarios, reflecting road geometry, vehicle characteristics, and control strategies, is more pertinent today than ever before. Numerous studies have addressed the question of quantifying the energy demand and emissions exhibited by different types of vehicles, in order to develop fuel consumption and emissions models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , to adjust driving cycles to real-world conditions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , to determine the energy-efficiency of electrical vehicles (EV) or the benefits of regenerative braking in a hybrid powertrain [16] [17] [18] [19] , and to adopt eco-friendly driving strategies through vehicle control optimization [20] [21] [22] or the practice of eco-routing [23] [24] [25] [26] .
However, the question of quantifying the motion efficiency through a bounded dimensionless indicator 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 capable of establishing the margin of improvement of a road alignment rests unaddressed, although the path and the motion that minimizes propulsive work is well known: a geodesic straight line traversed at a constant speed [27, 28] . The difficulty lies in quantifying how close the real-world energy consumption is from the ideal scenario through an algebraic comprehensive calculus procedure. This can only be done for a given gradient and speed level [5, 29] . For real driving cycles, the estimation of propulsive work, fuel efficiency, and emissions demands the integration of field data based on the vehicle specific power (VSP) [30] [31] [32] , or the processing of computationally generated speed profiles over a given route. The latter approach is possible using microscopic models, such as those embedded in traffic simulators like SUMO [33] or VISSIM [34] , and then computing fuel efficiency or emissions through microsimulation models like PHEM [35] , CMEM [36] , or VT-Micro [5] . However, these microscale computational models are opaque to the user.
All of the above mentioned studies, and those discussed on the literature review section, are focused on illustrating the road grade impact upon energy consumption, or emissions, based on the analysis of particular routes, empirically or through microanalysis, rather than establishing cause-effect relationships through physical principles only, without which any energy-efficiency rating procedure loses generality. The question of quantifying energy consumption through a comprehensive and dimensionally homogeneous model, defined as a function of significant vehicle parameters and road geometry, is the main objective of the present study. In this regard, an energy-efficiency rating procedure is presented, based on the algebraic modelling of the road traffic energy consumption and valid only for free-flow conditions. This limitation allowed the use of constant speed driving cycles and was validated against field data obtained on the Portuguese A25, a hilly motorway, on a second-by-second basis, by studying different driving patterns. The motion efficiencies of conventional passenger cars and heavy-duty trucks (HDT) are examined. The effect of the road geometry upon the energy performance of the vehicles is evaluated through detailed energy balances, discriminating the mechanical energy change, the rolling and drag resistances, and the energy losses ensuing from braking and powertrain friction. Finally, a hypothetical traffic scenario is analyzed in order to illustrate the physical meaning of the efficiency indicators. The results show that the fuel consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of heavy-duty vehicles are largely affected by road geometry, stressing the importance of an energy-efficiency rating procedure.
Literature Review

Road Energy-Efficiency Classification
The pertinence of an efficiency indicator correlating traffic energy demand and road alignment was recognized recently by Luin et al. [28] . These authors addressed the question and proposed the Energy Loss Index (ELI). It is defined as the ratio between the energy consumed on the road E road and the energy that would be needed on an ideal path E ideal , naturally for the same traffic, divided in c classes each composed by a given number of vehicles n c and exhibiting a class energy demand E c , computed through the VSP methodology [28] .
The propulsive vehicle specific power . w P considers four components (Equation (4)):
. w GE , the gravitational energy rate of change, determined by the road slope s;
. w KE , the kinetic energy rate of change, dependent on the acceleration a;
. w RR , the tires rolling resistance specific power, dependent on the rolling resistance coefficient C RR ; and the aerodynamic drag component . w D , proportional to the vehicle frontal area A, drag coefficient C D0 , and air density ρ a . The procedure also contemplates the effect of a longitudinal natural wind, with velocity v w , and the inertia of the vehicle rotating components, through the dimensionless mass factor : equal to the rotational kinetic energy of the wheels, transmission and engine, divided by the vehicle translational kinetic energy [30, 37] .
When the wind speed time-series is unknown, . w D is obtained from the weighted wind drag coefficient C DW [38] ,
The ELI methodology presents several limitations: (i) it assumes the ideal solution as a single path, straight between consecutive road nodes; (ii) it does not discriminate the mechanical energy component from the total propulsive energy; (iii) it is not actually bounded, ELI ∈ ]−∞, +∞[, impairing its usefulness for road comparison purposes; and (iv) it distorts the impact of the gradient profile upon the vehicle energy consumption, by sanctioning the use of a single conservative vehicle specific power model and by not bounding it to a positive quantity.
Regarding point (i), it is imperative to stress that a road provides access to several significant areas from the point of view of human activity. Therefore, its curving nature can actually express a service and not simply a more or less efficient constructive solution. As such, straightening the path between consecutive nodes may not produce a very different solution from the one actually implemented. In this study, the authors propose an ideal solution in which the road links are independent from each other, i.e., the interest of a given user does not constrain that of another, and the energy consumption is minimized. The solution is a non-planar network [39] composed by geodesic straight lines directly connecting the road nodes, Figure 1 . Although utopic, it constitutes a relevant design goal and a reference to establish the margin of improvement of the road. 
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Regarding point (i), it is imperative to stress that a road provides access to several significant areas from the point of view of human activity. Therefore, its curving nature can actually express a service and not simply a more or less efficient constructive solution. As such, straightening the path between consecutive nodes may not produce a very different solution from the one actually implemented. In this study, the authors propose an ideal solution in which the road links are independent from each other, i.e., the interest of a given user does not constrain that of another, and the energy consumption is minimized. The solution is a non-planar network [39] composed by geodesic straight lines directly connecting the road nodes, Figure 1 . Although utopic, it constitutes a relevant design goal and a reference to establish the margin of improvement of the road. Regarding point (ii), the ELI concept is intended as an energy loss index; however, the vehicle mechanical energy is not an energy loss, being available for propulsion beyond the road exiting point. Additionally, for road comparison purposes, the inclusion of the gravitational energy component is indifferent, since it is independent from the path followed. Moreover, the mechanical energy considered in both terms of the ELI concept can result in zero or negative values of ideal propulsive energy, namely while travelling on an ideal straight route with a steep negative grade, while on the real road this quantity could still be positive or not as negative. These circumstances can produce a positive ELI value lower than 1 (when both terms are negative) or tend to −∞ or +∞ (for near zero values of ideal energy consumption), thus undermining its usefulness as an efficiency index, limitation (iii). Regarding point (iv), in the present paper, the authors defend that propulsive energy should be expressed explicitly as a function of the specific motion resistance (per unit of weight), rather than solely through VSP modelling, since the gradient profile severity and its impact upon energy losses through braking cannot be decoupled from the specific motion resistance force . This dimensionless quantity can be obtained from Equation (4) for a constant mechanical energy, = , = 0 ⋀ = 0.
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In fact, by applying to all vehicle classes a VSP model of a light-duty vehicle (LDV), Luin et al. [28] endorse a value of 15.7 W/kg for a heavy-duty truck travelling at 105 km/h. This speed is typical of a class 8 HDTs in USA, opposed to the implied cruising power of 565 kW for a 36 metric tons truck [40] , the equivalent to a specific motion resistance of 5.5% of the vehicle weight ( f SMR = 0.055). This also implies that travelling at this speed over a flat road or over a hilly one, with grades up to ±5.5%, would require the same propulsive energy since mechanical energy degradation through braking would not occur in either case. This distorts the gradient profile impact upon energy consumption. This distortion is further aggravated by an unbounded VSP model (to positive values) while computing the class propulsive energy E c that determines the fuel consumption V FC , ensuing from the engine average thermal efficiency η th and from the fuel specific heat content H f , converted to a volume basis by considering its density ρ f , as in Luin et al. [28] ,
An internal combustion engine is not a reversible heat engine [41] ; it does not store energy. Its fuel consumption is a monotonically increasing quantity with time t, being strongly correlated with the positive propulsive power component only [42] , . w P (Equation (4)). In addition, the integration of the grade dependent term in the VSP model (Equation (4)) simply reflects the change in potential energy between the boundary points since sv dt = s dx = ∆z. Therefore, an unbounded integration of . w P does not capture the dissipation of mechanical energy through braking on the steepest downgrades, regardless of its magnitude. Similarly, the integration of the inertial dependent term equals the variation of kinetic energy between boundary points, va dt = v dv = ∆v 2 /2, thus failing to depict the effect of any acceleration-deceleration cycle on the road. As a result, the fuel model advanced by Luin et al. [28] (Equation (7)), and embedded in the ELI analysis, is limited to runs that satisfy the very restrictive condition . w P (t) ≥ 0. The fuel models, and related emissions, demand a more detailed analysis and a bounded VSP analysis. In the present study, this path is followed and actual known vehicle specifications are used, being the fuel consumption obtained through high-level fuel models [1, 43] , torque and speed based.
Fuel Models
The fuel consumption of the test car is computed through the model of Ahn [44] , being the fuel rate per unit of engine rotation . m SF /ω defined by polynomial functions of the torque τ and engine speed ω,
The engine torque in the n th gear is computed from the instantaneous engine power . W E ensuing from the road VSP load . w P , and the transmission mechanical efficiency η tr . The engine speed is obtained from the wheel radius and overall transmission gear ratios.
For vehicles equipped with gasoline engines, this model is applied to stoichiometric operation only. For higher engine loads, the activation of protective measures to prevent knock, namely, mixture enrichment and ignition retarding, determine a strong increase in specific fuel consumption. For this reason, a corrective function was applied to Equation (8) , in the form of a power law of the torque in excess of the upper stoichiometric boundary [45] , and the model applied to the EPA engine fuel map [46] . Figure 2 shows the computed thermal efficiency map and the parity line between modeled and measured efficiencies [46] .
Regarding diesel engines, the CMEM model (comprehensive modal emissions model) was used [47] . The model inputs are: the engine displacement D; the friction factor K, expressed as a idling energy consumption per unit volume (of D); the engine indicated thermal efficiency η ind ; and a reference engine speed ω 0 .
The coefficients α and β are proposed by Barth et al. [47] , and the K 0 value complies with the idling fuel rate advanced by Rakha et al. [31] . Under wide-open throttle operation, the quantity ω 0 nearly coincides with the most economical engine speed. Therefore, for the heavy-duty trucks studied, this parameter and η ind were inferred from the fuel map considered in EPA and NHTSA [48] for the 2018 baseline class 8 truck. For diesel passenger cars, an optimum brake thermal efficiency of 40% is assumed at half the rated engine speed. The coefficients and are proposed by Barth et al. [47] , and the value complies with the idling fuel rate advanced by Rakha et al. [31] . Under wide-open throttle operation, the quantity nearly coincides with the most economical engine speed. Therefore, for the heavy-duty trucks studied, this parameter and were inferred from the fuel map considered in EPA and NHTSA [48] for the 2018 baseline class 8 truck. For diesel passenger cars, an optimum brake thermal efficiency of 40% is assumed at half the rated engine speed. 
Energy Consumption vs. Road Grades
The road grade influence upon the fuel consumption (FC) of a medium size car was studied by Boriboonsomsin and Barth [29] , through field measurements while travelling at 96 km/h over alternative routes, one flat and the other hilly. Additionally, the authors combine a VSP analysis with a CMEM fuel model to obtain unbiased results as a function of speed and grade, ranging from -8% to 8%. The field results suggest that the hilly road, with a 6% ruling grade, increased FC by as much as 20% when compared to the flat road. In Frey et al. [49] , the effect of grade and route choice upon the fuel use of several light-duty vehicles was also studied based on field measurements. The authors conclude that the gradient profile has a considerable impact on fuel use on a microscale, at the segment level, with slopes ranging from -8% to 8%, opposed to what happens on a mesoscale, for the entire trip. For the latter, the findings point to an FC impact up to 3.2% when road grades are disregarded in a VSP modal analysis [30] . These somewhat conflicting findings stress the importance of road characterization and VSP analysis against particular field measurements, in order to properly isolate the contributing factors to FC. Wind or platooning effects were not addressed. Regarding heavy-duty trucks HDTs, the Oak Ridge Laboratory carried out a large scale field study on the effect of weight, road grade, and average speed upon the fuel efficiency of Class-8 trucks [40] . It was concluded that the fuel consumption is strongly dependent on weight and type of terrain. In Levin et al. [50] , the impact of road grade on the network energy consumption of two cities is studied. The authors resort to the rate of change of the average traffic speeds in order to estimate the energy consumption through a positive propulsive power model. The results show that road grade should not be disregarded in any eco-routing analysis. Similar findings were reached by Wyatt et al. [42] , or in the large-scale field study of Sentoff et al. [32] . In the latter, 700 hours of real-world data were processed through a VSP modal analysis and MOVES2010 (Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator) [51] , the results being categorized by vehicle activity (VSP mode) and road scenario (urban or rural). It 
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Definitions
Propulsive and Vertical Alignment Efficiencies
The propulsive efficiency of a conventional vehicle, η P ∈ [0, 1], Equation (11) , is defined as the ratio between the minimum unavoidable propulsive energy losses intrinsic to vehicle motion, E L,motion , and the total energy losses experienced on the road, E L,road . This is equivalent to the ratio between the propulsive level-road work W v , Equation (12), at the constant speed v [27] , and the corrected positive propulsive work W CP expended on the road, Equation (13), with the slope distribution s and length L, for the same travel time t T = v −1 dx = L/v. For constant speed driving cycles, the propulsive energy losses ensues form vehicle motion, due to the aerodynamic drag F D and the rolling resistance F RR , and from sustained braking on the steepest downgrades. The propulsive efficiency in such cases is denoted as vertical alignment propulsive efficiency η VAP :
The corrected work does not reflect the mechanical energy change ∆E M between boundary points, since this is not an energy loss. The positive propulsive work W + P is obtained through a VSP analysis bounded to positive values, . w + P . The use of the positive propulsive work W + P is imperative since an ICE engine is not a reversible heat engine. This quantity can be obtained from an energy balance, Equation (14) , considering for simplicity reasons the vehicle as non-motored, and the positive propulsive force F + P as an external action applied to its center of mass, Figure 3 . This action is the only positive energy transfer to the vehicle body, responsible for overcoming its inherent resistance F R and for balancing the mechanical energy, kinetic and potential, dissipated during braking W B = F B dx and stored in the vehicle ∆E M . The work components in Equation (15) are always positive as they only reflect the action of dissipative forces, thus bounding η VAP to a positive quantity that tends to one when the energy dissipation is imputable to the vehicle only and not to the road alignment. was concluded that disregarding road grade underestimates, the energy consumption went from 10% to 20%. Other authors have addressed the same subject resorting to different explanatory variables, such as Gallus et al. [15] , who correlated road grade and cumulated altitude gain with emissions measurements obtained through PEMS (portable emission measurement system). However, the gradient profiles were not typified nor its effect studied through comprehensive approaches.
Definitions
Propulsive and Vertical Alignment Efficiencies
The propulsive efficiency of a conventional vehicle, ∈ 0,1 , Equation (11), is defined as the ratio between the minimum unavoidable propulsive energy losses intrinsic to vehicle motion, , , and the total energy losses experienced on the road, , . This is equivalent to the ratio between the propulsive level-road work , Equation (12), at the constant speed ̅ [27] , and the corrected positive propulsive work expended on the road, Equation (13), with the slope distribution and length , for the same travel time = = ̅ ⁄ . For constant speed driving cycles, the propulsive energy losses ensues form vehicle motion, due to the aerodynamic drag and the rolling resistance , and from sustained braking on the steepest downgrades. The propulsive efficiency in such cases is denoted as vertical alignment propulsive efficiency :
The corrected work does not reflect the mechanical energy change Δ between boundary points, since this is not an energy loss. The positive propulsive work is obtained through a VSP analysis bounded to positive values, . The use of the positive propulsive work is imperative since an ICE engine is not a reversible heat engine. This quantity can be obtained from an energy balance, Equation (14), considering for simplicity reasons the vehicle as non-motored, and the positive propulsive force as an external action applied to its center of mass, Figure 3 . This action is the only positive energy transfer to the vehicle body, responsible for overcoming its inherent resistance and for balancing the mechanical energy, kinetic and potential, dissipated during braking = and stored in the vehicle Δ . The work components in Equation (15) are always positive as they only reflect the action of dissipative forces, thus bounding to a positive quantity that tends to one when the energy dissipation is imputable to the vehicle only and not to the road alignment. 
thus, 
thus,
From the definition of η P (Equation (11)), 1 − η P depicts the fraction of the propulsive energy degraded through dissipative braking Φ B and ensuing from motion non-uniformity Φ v , from increased drag and rolling losses.
The energy loss ratio Φ v is a function of the standard deviation σ v of the speed time-series, according to Equation (17), valid for a symmetric speed distribution around the mean. For all registered speed profiles, the third central moment of the speed proved to be an irrelevant quantity. In the worst case studied, that of a 37 metric ton truck, v, σ v = {70.65, 17.07} km/h, Equation (17), differs from the actual value by no more than 0.2%.
Φ
For a free-flow motion without braking (Φ B = 0), even when the drag is the prevailing force, i.e.,
The findings of Llopis-Castelló et al. [52] suggest that σ v is usually lower for free-flow traffic, thus on a hilly road, the increase in energy consumption results almost entirely from braking associated with vehicle speed control on the steepest downgrades, particularly with heavy vehicles, and not from motion non-uniformity.
Gravity Slope
From the above, it is clear that the minimum downslope necessary to maintain speed by gravity alone, denoted as gravity slope s G , is a relevant quantity, as it implies incipient braking when s < −s G . For a given speed v, the braking work can be expressed as an energy head H B :
The gravity slope is defined as a specific motion resistance, since in highway construction gradients are usually small enough to assume sin θ s ( Figure 3 ), being computed by:
The rolling resistance coefficient C RR was defined as an affine function of the speed and corrected for the measured ambient temperature T. The reference values T 0 = 25 • C and k = −0.008 • C −1 are those considered in ISO 28580. Regarding the wind effect upon the drag force F D , Howell et al.'s model [38] was used, with the averaged drag coefficient C DW defined as a function of the wind angle ϕ relative to vehicle axis (ϕ = 0, for a frontal wind) in such way that,
where the resultant air flow velocity v R and the yaw angle ψ, for a wind speed v W , are:
The air density was obtained through the ideal gas law from the measured temperature and the barometric equation, Equation (24) [53] , used to compute the local atmospheric pressure p for the road elevation Z.
Horizontal Alignment Efficiency
As previously stated, the quantity W v in Equation (12) is not the minimum conceivable work on a geodesic straight path. In this regard, any straight-line quantity Y will be referred as Y . The lack of linearity of a road link is isolated by comparing W v , for the length L, with the minimum work on a straight line, denoted as W v , for the actual travel time. Knowing the link sinuosity index S,
it is possible to obtain the link propulsive efficiency η LP through the product of the horizontal alignment efficiency η HAP by the propulsive efficiency:
The η HAP quantity reflects simultaneously the decrease of the specific motion resistance, at the reduced straight-line speed v = v/S ≤ v, and the decrease in traveled distance on the straight-line ideal road, the corresponding road work being,
The Free-Flow Mobility Principle
In free-flow traffic conditions, the vehicle motion is not constrained by headway distance, with its speed governed either by engine power capacity, the case of heavy trucks travelling on hilly roads, or by the driver´s free will. For energy rating purposes, standard driving cycles are needed, per vehicle class, in order to compare objectively different road alignments in the design stage. In this regard, the driving proposed favours mobility, i.e., the reference driver must adhere to the road speed limits SL, as far as the vehicle power capacity permits. However, for slopes greater than the vehicle gradeability s VG at the maximum cruising speed V some speed loss is inevitable. This quantity is relevant, being computed for a propulsive power equal to 90% of the engine rated power
When s > s VG (V), the proposed driving cycle DC is the simplified equilibrium speed SES. The simplification consists (i) on the assumption of a constant specific motion resistance equal to s G (V), and (ii) on the presumption of full power operation on slopes steeper than the vehicle gradeability s VG (V), in accordance with the mobility principle. From this assumption, the SES line v SES can be expressed as a function of the road slope s by Equation (30), being the DC speed line v DC equal to v SES bounded by the road speed limits v SL :
Methodology
Vehicles Studied
The most frequent vehicle classes found on Portuguese motorways are medium size passenger cars (light-duty vehicles, LDV) and articulated 5-axle heavy-duty trucks (HDTs). Each class was further subdivided in two: the LDV-P and LDV-D, denoting the fleet average EURO 6 petrol and diesel passenger cars, respectively, used in the PHEM emissions model [54] ; and the fully loaded and empty trucks, denoted respectively as HDT-F and HDT-E. Table 1 summarizes the principal vehicle specifications, retrieved from Sturm and Hausberger [55] and Rexeis et al. [54] , with exception of C 0 and C 1 [31] . The truck drag coefficient presented is actually the wind averaged coefficient C DW computed from the directional drag C D (ψ) presented in Rexeis et al. [56] through SAE J1252 (for a 3 m/s wind). For the passenger cars, this effect was disregarded, in accordance with the findings of Howell et al. [38] . The test-car specifications reflect manufacturer data. Obs.: Gradeability and gravity slopes computed for an air density of 1.18 kg/m 3 (at sea level and 25 • C). Figure 4 shows the eastbound (EB) driving cycles as red lines, between the A25 junctions with the IC2 and A24. For the LDV classes, the speed limit line is used, upper red line, and for the HDT, the SES line is proposed, Equation (30) . The heavy black lines are measured speed profiles, to be discussed later. The upper line reflects various LDVs and the other a 37-ton 5-axle truck, a Mercedes-Benz Actros 1844 4 × 2 tractor pulling a 22 m 3 water tank (Table 1) . 
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The most frequent vehicle classes found on Portuguese motorways are medium size passenger cars (light-duty vehicles, LDV) and articulated 5-axle heavy-duty trucks (HDTs). Each class was further subdivided in two: the LDV-P and LDV-D, denoting the fleet average EURO 6 petrol and diesel passenger cars, respectively, used in the PHEM emissions model [54] ; and the fully loaded and empty trucks, denoted respectively as HDT-F and HDT-E. Table 1 summarizes the principal vehicle specifications, retrieved from Sturm and Hausberger [55] and Rexeis et al. [54] , with exception of and [31] . The truck drag coefficient presented is actually the wind averaged coefficient computed from the directional drag ( ) presented in Rexeis et al. [56] through SAE J1252 (for a 3 m/s wind). For the passenger cars, this effect was disregarded, in accordance with the findings of Howell et al. [38] . The test-car specifications reflect manufacturer data. Obs.: Gradeability and gravity slopes computed for an air density of 1.18 kg/m 3 (at sea level and 25 °C) Figure 4 shows the eastbound (EB) driving cycles as red lines, between the A25 junctions with the IC2 and A24. For the LDV classes, the speed limit line is used, upper red line, and for the HDT, the SES line is proposed, Equation (30) . The heavy black lines are measured speed profiles, to be discussed later. The upper line reflects various LDVs and the other a 37-ton 5-axle truck, a Mercedes-Benz Actros 1844 4 × 2 tractor pulling a 22 m 3 water tank (Table 1 ). The adherence of the truck speed to the respective reference speed line is more evident, since its movement is highly influenced by power capacity and cruise control governor, contrasting with light-duty vehicles speed line, more dependent on the driver's free will. The HDT overall average speed over this road was 70.7 km/h, with a corresponding average SES of 72.4 km/h, a small difference. Additionally, studying consecutive road segments 5 km long, it is concluded that the average SES has a MAE and RMSE of 3.42 and 3.87 km/h, respectively. These results are fairly good; however, the vehicle was not driven at full power, even on the steepest grades, since the time- The adherence of the truck speed to the respective reference speed line is more evident, since its movement is highly influenced by power capacity and cruise control governor, contrasting with light-duty vehicles speed line, more dependent on the driver's free will. The HDT overall average speed over this road was 70.7 km/h, with a corresponding average SES of 72.4 km/h, a small difference. Additionally, studying consecutive road segments 5 km long, it is concluded that the average SES has a MAE and RMSE of 3.42 and 3.87 km/h, respectively. These results are fairly good; however, the vehicle was not driven at full power, even on the steepest grades, since the time-averaged engine power over grades steeper than the truck gradeability at 90 km/h equals 274 kW, or 86% of the rated power. The proposed SES line is intended as a road based driving cycle, to be used only in the absence of detailed speed profiles complying with the mobility principle. Such speed lines can only be obtained through microsimulation. However, a purely computational approach is opaque to the user, as it does not explicitly correlate the gradient profile with the computed speed line, opposing Equation (30).
Energy-Efficiency Rating
The propulsive efficiency concept compares the energy consumption on the actual road with that conceivable on an ideal path for the minimum real-world travel time: constrained either by the regulatory speed limits or by vehicle mobility/rated power. A constant speed assumption, CSA, is considered in order to allow a straightforward algebraic approach to the problem. The CSA confines the applicability of the procedure to free-flow conditions. The methodologic approach is described in the flow diagram of Figure 5 . 86% of the rated power. The proposed SES line is intended as a road based driving cycle, to be used only in the absence of detailed speed profiles complying with the mobility principle. Such speed lines can only be obtained through microsimulation. However, a purely computational approach is opaque to the user, as it does not explicitly correlate the gradient profile with the computed speed line, opposing Equation (30).
The propulsive efficiency concept compares the energy consumption on the actual road with that conceivable on an ideal path for the minimum real-world travel time: constrained either by the regulatory speed limits or by vehicle mobility/rated power. A constant speed assumption, CSA, is considered in order to allow a straightforward algebraic approach to the problem. The CSA confines the applicability of the procedure to free-flow conditions. The methodologic approach is described in the flow diagram of Figure 5 . Three levels are shown: the first presents the road and vehicle/traffic data; the second, the data processing needed to obtain the road propulsive energy; and the third, the vehicle/traffic energy- Three levels are shown: the first presents the road and vehicle/traffic data; the second, the data processing needed to obtain the road propulsive energy; and the third, the vehicle/traffic energy-efficiency rating. In step 3.1, the extensive indicators of a given vehicle class c, Y c , time or work related, are obtained through the Frobenius product, Equation (31), by means of weighing the road link quantity Y ij by the respective origin-destination traffic volume N ij , in vehicles per unit time. The traffic totals Y T in step 3.2 are obtained through the summation of the class extensive quantities,
The intensive indexes in step 3 are the propulsive efficiencies of the vertical and horizontal alignments, η VAP and η HAP , and the link propulsive efficiency η LP , previously defined. It is recalled that the implicit ideal and real movements have the same duration. In this regard, the traffic flow level is characterized by the mobility index ϕ c , defined as the ratio between the minimum conceivable driving time at the road speed limits, t SL,c , and the minimum possible under free-flow conditions according to vehicle class mobility t c ,
All matrices have zero diagonals, with the following exceptions:
, the same applying to the straight-line corresponding quantities. The above indicators can be expressed according to traffic direction, using the superior triangular matrix of N for the ascending direction ( j > i), and the inferior triangular matrix for the descending direction. The dashed lines identify the microscale calculus sequence ensuing from measured v field , or driving cycles obtained through microsimulation. In such cases, the energy consumption assessment in step 2.3 is necessarily computational. It should be noted that the SES line, Equation (30), allows the entire procedure to be purely algebraic, since the link average speeds v ij and the braking energy head H B (a road characteristic) can be algebraically modeled, being dependent on the vehicle gradeability and gravity slope.
Validation
Testing Grounds
The CSA procedure was validated through a VSP analysis applied to the speed profiles obtained on the controlled access highway A25, under free-flow traffic conditions. The tests were conducted between the junctions with the roads IC2 and A24. This segment, 55 km long, has a ruling gradient of 6%, an overall average slope of 0.48%, eastbound, and an average elevation of 417 m, ranging from 29 to 660 metres. Figure 6 shows the road alignments. The gradient profile was obtained from detailed design data supplied by ASCENDI, the road concessionaire. The data was studied on a second-by-second basis, as usual in a VPS analysis. The field speed profiles were obtained by a 20 Hz GPS device, a Racelogic VBOX, and smoothed through a robust exponential method [57] . 
The intensive indexes in step 3 are the propulsive efficiencies of the vertical and horizontal alignments, and , and the link propulsive efficiency , previously defined. It is recalled that the implicit ideal and real movements have the same duration. In this regard, the traffic flow level is characterized by the mobility index , defined as the ratio between the minimum conceivable driving time at the road speed limits, , , and the minimum possible under free-flow conditions according to vehicle class mobility ,
All matrices have zero diagonals, with the following exceptions: = 1, ̅ = ( ), ̅ , = ( ̅ ), the same applying to the straight-line corresponding quantities. The above indicators can be expressed according to traffic direction, using the superior triangular matrix of for the ascending direction ( > ), and the inferior triangular matrix for the descending direction. The dashed lines identify the microscale calculus sequence ensuing from measured , or driving cycles obtained through microsimulation. In such cases, the energy consumption assessment in step 2.3 is necessarily computational. It should be noted that the SES line, Equation (30), allows the entire procedure to be purely algebraic, since the link average speeds ̅ and the braking energy head (a road characteristic) can be algebraically modeled, being dependent on the vehicle gradeability and gravity slope.
Validation
Testing Grounds
The CSA procedure was validated through a VSP analysis applied to the speed profiles obtained on the controlled access highway A25, under free-flow traffic conditions. The tests were conducted between the junctions with the roads IC2 and A24. This segment, 55 km long, has a ruling gradient of 6%, an overall average slope of 0.48%, eastbound, and an average elevation of 417 m, ranging from 29 to 660 metres. Figure 6 shows the road alignments. The gradient profile was obtained from detailed design data supplied by ASCENDI, the road concessionaire. The data was studied on a second-bysecond basis, as usual in a VPS analysis. The field speed profiles were obtained by a 20 Hz GPS device, a Racelogic VBOX, and smoothed through a robust exponential method [57] . 
Driving Protocols
To test the CSA influence upon propulsive work for different driving behaviours, uneven fast and slow movements were probed in accordance with two driving protocols: the high speed filtered, HSF, and the low speed filtered, LSF, targeting light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles, respectively. Figure 7 shows the obtained speed profiles. 
To test the CSA influence upon propulsive work for different driving behaviours, uneven fast and slow movements were probed in accordance with two driving protocols: the high speed filtered, HSF, and the low speed filtered, LSF, targeting light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles, respectively. Figure 7 shows the obtained speed profiles. In the HSF scenario, the driver of the test car followed any vehicle that passed it. For safety reasons, when the speed exceeded the road speed limits by 25 km/h, the procedure was discontinued, and the next fastest vehicle followed. In the LSF protocol, the driver always kept pace with the slowest vehicles found on the road. In both cases, a minimum headway distance of one hectometer was imposed, to avoid travelling in the wake of the leading vehicle or affecting the driver's behaviour. The strict adherence to the HSF protocol proved to be difficult without disregarding safety. However, since the objective was to obtain uneven speed profiles, the procedure served its purpose. Other runs were made at near constant speed using the adaptive cruise control ACC of the test-car, in order to: (i) infer its viability on a hilly and winding road, and (ii) to assess its adherence to the theoretical CSA performance. The unevenness of measured free-flow speeds is quite marked, thus challenging the proposed CSA model. The probe vehicle was a Honda Civic 1.5 VTEC turbo, 10th generation, with a curb mass of 1307 kg and a rated power of 134 kW. The gearshift strategy adopted was to downshift when the engine speed fell below 1500 rpm upshifting above 2000 rpm. Table 2 shows the main statistics of the driving protocols described. The run designation identifies the travel direction, eastbound (EB) or westbound (WB). The weather conditions are stated also: the temperatures presented are the mean values registered by a Pico TC-08 USB data logger, and the wind force, complying with the Beaufort scale, was obtained from nearby weather stations. The mobility index in the fourth column reveals that the HSF runs were made at an average speed of 97% of the road speed limits, ranging from 100 to 120 km/h ( Figure 4 ). The positive propulsive work is presented per unit length, being numerically equal to the average traction force. The average engine power , under load, depends on the propulsive time fraction PTF, the ratio between the time under traction and the total running time . Thus, considering the transmission efficiency : In the HSF scenario, the driver of the test car followed any vehicle that passed it. For safety reasons, when the speed exceeded the road speed limits by 25 km/h, the procedure was discontinued, and the next fastest vehicle followed. In the LSF protocol, the driver always kept pace with the slowest vehicles found on the road. In both cases, a minimum headway distance of one hectometer was imposed, to avoid travelling in the wake of the leading vehicle or affecting the driver's behaviour. The strict adherence to the HSF protocol proved to be difficult without disregarding safety. However, since the objective was to obtain uneven speed profiles, the procedure served its purpose. Other runs were made at near constant speed using the adaptive cruise control ACC of the test-car, in order to: (i) infer its viability on a hilly and winding road, and (ii) to assess its adherence to the theoretical CSA performance. The unevenness of measured free-flow speeds is quite marked, thus challenging the proposed CSA model. The probe vehicle was a Honda Civic 1.5 VTEC turbo, 10th generation, with a curb mass of 1307 kg and a rated power of 134 kW. The gearshift strategy adopted was to downshift when the engine speed fell below 1500 rpm upshifting above 2000 rpm. Table 2 shows the main statistics of the driving protocols described. The run designation identifies the travel direction, eastbound (EB) or westbound (WB). The weather conditions are stated also: the temperatures presented are the mean values registered by a Pico TC-08 USB data logger, and the wind force, complying with the Beaufort scale, was obtained from nearby weather stations. The mobility index in the fourth column reveals that the HSF runs were made at an average speed of 97% of the road speed limits, ranging from 100 to 120 km/h (Figure 4 ). The positive propulsive work W + P is presented per unit length, being numerically equal to the average traction force. The average engine power . W + AE , under load, depends on the propulsive time fraction PTF, the ratio between the time under traction t F P >0 and the total running time t T . Thus, considering the transmission efficiency η tr : The fuel consumption results FC were integrated from the vehicle fuel map [46] and VSP load. The engine speed was computed from the vehicle transmission gear ratios. The VSP approach allows an unbiased analysis, by filtering non controllable variables such as pavement condition, tire temperature, or weather [21, 49] . The tests were conducted in daytime with the car windows shut and the air conditioning off. To check the dependability of the calculated FC results, readings (in cl/km) were taken from the car onboard computer (OBC), set to zero at beginning of every test. They were registered in sequence at every 2.5 km, approximately, being taken at the moment of a reading level transition (of 0.1 cl/km) to avoid truncation errors. This method depicts cumulative results within the vehicle instruments accuracy, checked against careful pump readings with a certified volume accuracy of ±0.5%. Over the 6000 km test program, the fuel volume was found to be of 4.1% above that inferred from OBC readings. Figure 8 shows the parity between the VSP-Fuel Map results and the test-car OBC readings along the road. The R 2 correlation coefficients of individual runs validate the road work computed through VSP analysis, but there is evidence of systematic deviations with HSF runs, since the line slopes are dependent on travel direction. However, these runs were made in succession under a NW gentle breeze (of 8 knots), thus favouring the EB movement and increasing the slope of the corresponding parity line, the opposite happening for the WB run. However, balancing the parity lines is possible assuming a longitudinal wind in the VSP model, Equation (4), favouring the EB movement. For a wind speed of 1.9 m/s the lines slopes became equal to 1.03, as in the tests conducted under light air conditions. The round trip results with and without wind differ by 0.5% only, in line with the conclusions of Howell et al. [38] . However, the sensibility of fuel consumption to wind speed for individual runs was found to be ∂FC/∂v W = 0.033FC/(m/s). Given the weather conditions, the explanation advanced is highly plausible. Obs.: The results inside brackets were computed for a corrected air temperature of 25 °C.
Test-Car Results
The fuel consumption results FC were integrated from the vehicle fuel map [46] and VSP load. The engine speed was computed from the vehicle transmission gear ratios. The VSP approach allows an unbiased analysis, by filtering non controllable variables such as pavement condition, tire temperature, or weather [21, 49] . The tests were conducted in daytime with the car windows shut and the air conditioning off. To check the dependability of the calculated FC results, readings (in cl/km) were taken from the car onboard computer (OBC), set to zero at beginning of every test. They were registered in sequence at every 2.5 km, approximately, being taken at the moment of a reading level transition (of 0.1 cl/km) to avoid truncation errors. This method depicts cumulative results within the vehicle instruments accuracy, checked against careful pump readings with a certified volume accuracy of ±0.5%. Over the 6000 km test program, the fuel volume was found to be of 4.1% above that inferred from OBC readings. Figure 8 shows the parity between the VSP-Fuel Map results and the test-car OBC readings along the road. The R 2 correlation coefficients of individual runs validate the road work computed through VSP analysis, but there is evidence of systematic deviations with HSF runs, since the line slopes are dependent on travel direction. However, these runs were made in succession under a NW gentle breeze (of 8 knots), thus favouring the EB movement and increasing the slope of the corresponding parity line, the opposite happening for the WB run. However, balancing the parity lines is possible assuming a longitudinal wind in the VSP model, Equation (4), favouring the EB movement. For a wind speed of 1.9 m/s the lines slopes became equal to 1.03, as in the tests conducted under light air conditions. The round trip results with and without wind differ by 0.5% only, in line with the conclusions of Howell et al. [38] . However, the sensibility of fuel consumption to wind speed for individual runs was found to be ⁄ = 0.033 /(m/s). Given the weather conditions, the explanation advanced is highly plausible. Additionally, computed engine operating points were checked against the torque envelope, as shown in Figure 9 . The engine has worked at near full throttle only twice, in the sixth gear, while enforcing the HSF protocol in the eastbound run, in the fourth and ninth kilometres (Figure 7) . The computed operating points confirm it. The dots below the engine friction line reflect braking events. In free-flow traffic conditions mechanical braking is rare. Additionally, computed engine operating points were checked against the torque envelope, as shown in Figure 9 . The engine has worked at near full throttle only twice, in the sixth gear, while enforcing the HSF protocol in the eastbound run, in the fourth and ninth kilometres (Figure 7) . The computed operating points confirm it. The dots below the engine friction line reflect braking events. In free-flow traffic conditions mechanical braking is rare. Figure 10 shows in a tabular form the main results ensuing from the VSP analysis and the simplified CSA formulation for the LSF, ACC, and HSF speed lines. Results for the major energyefficiency indexes previously defined are presented for the vehicle classes described in Table 1 , namely: the test-car T-C; petrol and diesel cars, LDV-P and LDV-D, respectively; and for the empty and fully loaded truck, HDT-E and HDT-F. The parameters shown are: the propulsive time fraction PTF, Equation (34); the linear propulsive work LPW, per road unit length; the average positive power APP, Equation (33); the fuel consumption FC; the greenhouse gas GHG emissions, obtained from the homologation emission factors of 2.28 kgCO2/dm 3 petrol and 2.62 kgCO2/dm 3 diesel, declared by car builders; the road vertical alignment propulsive efficiency VAPE; the horizontal equivalent HAPE; and the road link propulsive efficiency LPE. Eastbound and westbound movements are analyzed as well as round trips (RT), equivalent to balanced traffic movements. All results consider an air temperature of 25 °C.
Results and Discussion
Results Per Vehicle Class
The CSA fuel consumptions were obtained through Equation (7) [28], replacing by and computing the thermal efficiency at the wheels ̅ through Equation (36) , defined from the fuel model (Equation (8)) and considering the transmission efficiency . The average engine speed is obtained in the top gear ratio , for the wheel radius and vehicle speed ̅ , Equtation (37). The indicated thermal efficiencies considered are 42% for the direct injection petrol cars, 43% for the diesel car, and 49% for the truck [45, 48] . The expression inside brackets in Equation (36) is limited to the respective optimum brake thermal efficiencies of 37%, 40% and 46%. Equation (35) shows that the fuel consumption can be obtained directly from the propulsive efficiency . Figure 10 shows in a tabular form the main results ensuing from the VSP analysis and the simplified CSA formulation for the LSF, ACC, and HSF speed lines. Results for the major energy-efficiency indexes previously defined are presented for the vehicle classes described in Table 1 , namely: the test-car T-C; petrol and diesel cars, LDV-P and LDV-D, respectively; and for the empty and fully loaded truck, HDT-E and HDT-F. The parameters shown are: the propulsive time fraction PTF, Equation (34); the linear propulsive work LPW, per road unit length; the average positive power APP, Equation (33); the fuel consumption FC; the greenhouse gas GHG emissions, obtained from the homologation emission factors of 2.28 kg CO2 /dm 3 petrol and 2.62 kg CO2 /dm 3 diesel , declared by car builders; the road vertical alignment propulsive efficiency VAPE; the horizontal equivalent HAPE; and the road link propulsive efficiency LPE. Eastbound and westbound movements are analyzed as well as round trips (RT), equivalent to balanced traffic movements. All results consider an air temperature of 25 • C.
Results and Discussion
Results Per Vehicle Class
The CSA fuel consumptions V FC were obtained through Equation (7) [28] , replacing E c by . W + P and computing the thermal efficiency at the wheels η tw through Equation (36), defined from the fuel model (Equation (8)) and considering the transmission efficiency η tr . The average engine speed ω is obtained in the top gear ratio r tg , for the wheel radius R and vehicle speed v, Equtation (37). The indicated thermal efficiencies considered are 42% for the direct injection petrol cars, 43% for the diesel car, and 49% for the truck [45, 48] . The expression inside brackets in Equation (36) is limited to the respective optimum brake thermal efficiencies of 37%, 40% and 46%. Equation (35) shows that the fuel consumption can be obtained directly from the propulsive efficiency η VAP . = ̅ (37) Figure 10 . Energy-efficiency rating of the motorway A25 through the VSP and constant speed assumption (CSA) methodologies. The road sinuosity index is 1.28, and the overall average slope is 0.48%, eastbound.
The propulsive efficiencies of passenger cars on the A25 are high, despite its hilly nature, ranging from 82%, for the LSF WB run with the diesel car, up to 96% with the petrol car, for the HSF EB run, with round trip results of 85% to 94%. These results reflect an increase in energy consumption of %7 to 17% relatively to flat road travelling, in line with the findings of [29] and [49] . Regarding the heavyduty truck (HDT), the same cannot be said, with VAPE values varying from 46%, on the WB loaded movement, up to 85% on the EB run with the empty truck. The lowest efficiencies occur downhill with the heaviest vehicle configurations since the mechanical energy losses through braking are The propulsive efficiencies of passenger cars on the A25 are high, despite its hilly nature, ranging from 82%, for the LSF WB run with the diesel car, up to 96% with the petrol car, for the HSF EB run, with round trip results of 85% to 94%. These results reflect an increase in energy consumption of %7 to 17% relatively to flat road travelling, in line with the findings of [29, 49] . Regarding the heavy-duty truck (HDT), the same cannot be said, with VAPE values varying from 46%, on the WB loaded movement, up to 85% on the EB run with the empty truck. The lowest efficiencies occur downhill with the heaviest vehicle configurations since the mechanical energy losses through braking are naturally higher in those conditions. The propulsive efficiency of balanced traffic movements (or round trips) with the loaded truck configuration is 50.5%. This means that 49.5% of the propulsive energy is dissipated through braking and motion non-uniformity (increased drag and rolling resistances). The round trip link efficiency of 33.1% reveals that the corresponding energy consumption on an ideal straight-line would be one-third of the present value, thus disclosing the scale of the road improvement potential. Regarding FC or GHG emissions, a fully loaded HDT is the equivalent to 10 LDV. Therefore, the economic and environmental impact of a road alignment is considerably higher when the traffic of heavy vehicles is significant. As shown, the microscale VSP analysis, based on the actual speed lines, and the simplified CSA model produced similar results. The differences found are small and could be disregarded almost certainly in any study concerning traffic energy consumption, given the stochastic nature of road traffic. The differences are naturally smaller for the ACC runs, since they reflect constant speed operation, in real-world conditions.
The physical meaning of these indicators can be summarized by recalling that the propulsive work of any vehicle will be ultimately degraded to the environment as heat and turbulence (initially). As such, the energy use can be best assessed by determining propulsive losses. Additionally, discriminating those that are unavoidable form those that can be conceptually eliminated is a relevant engineering goal. The latter result from dissipative braking (powertrain friction included), and as such, is conceptually preventable on an ideal transport system. The former ensues from the rolling and aerodynamic drag, and are intrinsic to motion. They can be mitigated by improving the vehicle design (tires included), but are ultimately unavoidable. Its minimum value can be achieved through constant speed driving [27, 28] . Regarding braking losses, in a congested (urban) traffic scenario, headway distance constrains impose frequent braking. On the other hand, even if free-flow traffic conditions prevail, if a road is hilly braking will be needed to sustain the vehicle speed within safe limits. Therefore, from an energy-efficiency point of view, the rating of a road alignment through a 0-100% scale should return the value 100 when the propulsive losses are imputable solely to vehicle design and tend to zero when the unavoidable motion energy losses are negligible in relation to the total losses produced on the road. The VAPE index proposed in Section 3.1 satisfies these criteria. Figure 11 highlights the propulsive losses exhibited on the motorway A25 by the heavy-duty truck (HDT) and the test-car studied ( Table 1) . For clarity reasons, the analysis considers the gradient profile of the road centerline and constant speed travelling. Additionally, the longitudinal force components are expressed in a dimensionless way, as fractions of each vehicle weight. The shaded orange areas identify the unavoidable motion losses, due to the drag F D and to the rolling resistance F RR , and the red areas are the braking losses. It is recalled that when the propulsive force exceeds the intrinsic motion resistance, i.e., F P > F RR + F D , the vehicle stores mechanical energy, potential or kinetic. Conversely, when F P ≤ F RR + F D , its mechanical energy diminishes. The orange areas inside this latter envelope reflect the fraction used to overcome the vehicle inherent motion resistance. However, if braking occurs, potential energy is lost, and with it, a part of the extra uphill road work. The passenger car by exhibiting a higher gravity slope, s G = (F RR + F D )/mg, can travel downhill with minimal brake application ( Figure 11) . Thus, the uphill and downhill movements balance each other almost entirely. As shown, only a small part of the total propulsive losses exhibited by a conventional HDT are imputable to vehicle design. The vertical alignment efficiency reflects this fraction. For a given vehicle and origin-destination movement, some propulsive losses intrinsic to motion are inevitable, due to aerodynamic drag and tires performance. These losses depend on road length. The horizontal alignment propulsive efficiency (HAPE) reflects precisely the effect of the link sinuosity upon the minimum conceivable propulsive losses, for the same travel time. Figure 12 portrays graphically this concept. The charts presented are divided in four quadrants (I to IV). The first depicts the normalized straight-line speed ̅ ⁄ as a function of the reciprocal of the sinuosity index . The second, shows the motion resistance decrease allowed by the reduce straight-line speed; the third, transports the corresponding normalized straight-line gravity slope ⁄ to the vertical scale of the fourth quadrant, displaying the HAPE index, , as a shaded area. As shown, it is proportional to the minimum propulsive work conceivable on an ideal transport system. In Europe, passenger cars are usually allowed to run faster than heavy trucks. Additionally, they exhibit higher values of ⁄ . Thus, its motion resistance is strongly dependent on speed. From the above, it can be concluded that HDTs are particularly affected by the gradient profile and that LDVs and are more sensitive to the road sinuosity, as shown in Figure 10 . Figure 13 presents the fractioning of the test-car propulsive energy through the VSP and CSA methodologies, as a percentage of , discriminated by source: PF, being the powertrain friction; MB, mechanical braking; RR, rolling resistance; DR, drag resistance; and KE and GE, kinetic and gravitational energy changes between boundary points. For a given vehicle and origin-destination movement, some propulsive losses intrinsic to motion are inevitable, due to aerodynamic drag and tires performance. These losses depend on road length. The horizontal alignment propulsive efficiency (HAPE) reflects precisely the effect of the link sinuosity upon the minimum conceivable propulsive losses, for the same travel time. Figure 12 portrays graphically this concept. The charts presented are divided in four quadrants (I to IV). The first depicts the normalized straight-line speed v /v as a function of the reciprocal of the sinuosity index S. The second, shows the motion resistance decrease allowed by the reduce straight-line speed; the third, transports the corresponding normalized straight-line gravity slope s G /s G to the vertical scale of the fourth quadrant, displaying the HAPE index, η HAP , as a shaded area. As shown, it is proportional to the minimum propulsive work conceivable on an ideal transport system. In Europe, passenger cars are usually allowed to run faster than heavy trucks. Additionally, they exhibit higher values of AC D /m. Thus, its motion resistance is strongly dependent on speed. From the above, it can be concluded that HDTs are particularly affected by the gradient profile and that LDVs and are more sensitive to the road sinuosity, as shown in Figure 10 . For a given vehicle and origin-destination movement, some propulsive losses intrinsic to motion are inevitable, due to aerodynamic drag and tires performance. These losses depend on road length. The horizontal alignment propulsive efficiency (HAPE) reflects precisely the effect of the link sinuosity upon the minimum conceivable propulsive losses, for the same travel time. Figure 12 portrays graphically this concept. The charts presented are divided in four quadrants (I to IV). The first depicts the normalized straight-line speed ̅ ⁄ as a function of the reciprocal of the sinuosity index . The second, shows the motion resistance decrease allowed by the reduce straight-line speed; the third, transports the corresponding normalized straight-line gravity slope ⁄ to the vertical scale of the fourth quadrant, displaying the HAPE index, , as a shaded area. As shown, it is proportional to the minimum propulsive work conceivable on an ideal transport system. In Europe, passenger cars are usually allowed to run faster than heavy trucks. Additionally, they exhibit higher values of ⁄ . Thus, its motion resistance is strongly dependent on speed. From the above, it can be concluded that HDTs are particularly affected by the gradient profile and that LDVs and are more sensitive to the road sinuosity, as shown in Figure 10 . Figure 13 presents the fractioning of the test-car propulsive energy through the VSP and CSA methodologies, as a percentage of , discriminated by source: PF, being the powertrain friction; MB, mechanical braking; RR, rolling resistance; DR, drag resistance; and KE and GE, kinetic and gravitational energy changes between boundary points. Figure 13 presents the fractioning of the test-car propulsive energy through the VSP and CSA methodologies, as a percentage of mgL, discriminated by source: PF, being the powertrain friction; MB, mechanical braking; RR, rolling resistance; DR, drag resistance; and KE and GE, kinetic and gravitational energy changes between boundary points. The powertrain friction was inferred from the engine fuel map [46] . As shown, the speed nonuniformity increases only slightly the drag or rolling losses, as compared with braking losses. It can also be concluded that in free-flow traffic it is possible to control the vehicle speed mainly by easing or closing the throttle (PF component significantly higher than MB). The same level of parity, between CSA and VSP results, was obtained with the HDVs studied, as shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14a ,b depict eastbound runs. Figure 14a shows the energy balance of a single HDT run (Figure 4 ) and the others the application of the truck VSP model to the LSF speed profiles. The dissipative braking losses DB are now the prevailing component of the positive propulsive work, being almost exclusively related to downhill braking. The parallelism between the CSA and VSP braking losses proves it since the CSA model does not contemplate acceleration-deceleration cycles. (Figure 7b ).
Effect of Link Length upon CSA Methodology
The CSA applicability to small road segments or to rolling terrain, as found between kilometres 15 and 30 of A25, Figure 15 , was tested subdividing the road into 5 km segments. The dots depict the The powertrain friction was inferred from the engine fuel map [46] . As shown, the speed non-uniformity increases only slightly the drag or rolling losses, as compared with braking losses. It can also be concluded that in free-flow traffic it is possible to control the vehicle speed mainly by easing or closing the throttle (PF component significantly higher than MB). The same level of parity, between CSA and VSP results, was obtained with the HDVs studied, as shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14a ,b depict eastbound runs. Figure 14a shows the energy balance of a single HDT run (Figure 4 ) and the others the application of the truck VSP model to the LSF speed profiles. The dissipative braking losses DB are now the prevailing component of the positive propulsive work, being almost exclusively related to downhill braking. The parallelism between the CSA and VSP braking losses proves it since the CSA model does not contemplate acceleration-deceleration cycles. The powertrain friction was inferred from the engine fuel map [46] . As shown, the speed nonuniformity increases only slightly the drag or rolling losses, as compared with braking losses. It can also be concluded that in free-flow traffic it is possible to control the vehicle speed mainly by easing or closing the throttle (PF component significantly higher than MB). The same level of parity, between CSA and VSP results, was obtained with the HDVs studied, as shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14a ,b depict eastbound runs. Figure 14a shows the energy balance of a single HDT run (Figure 4 ) and the others the application of the truck VSP model to the LSF speed profiles. The dissipative braking losses DB are now the prevailing component of the positive propulsive work, being almost exclusively related to downhill braking. The parallelism between the CSA and VSP braking losses proves it since the CSA model does not contemplate acceleration-deceleration cycles. Figure 7a ; and (c) the westbound LSF protocol (Figure 7b ).
The CSA applicability to small road segments or to rolling terrain, as found between kilometres 15 and 30 of A25, Figure 15 , was tested subdividing the road into 5 km segments. The dots depict the Figure 7a ; and (c) the westbound LSF protocol (Figure 7b ).
The CSA applicability to small road segments or to rolling terrain, as found between kilometres 15 and 30 of A25, Figure 15 , was tested subdividing the road into 5 km segments. The dots depict the average sectional results. The black points were computed from the actual speed profiles through VSP analysis, the red dots reflecting CSA results. The parity between booth methodologies along the road is evident, with the exception of a few points concerning the test-car runs, left image, where the divergence is notorious. The reason for this can be traced to the speed bursts resulting from HSF protocol enforcement, Figure 7 , that imposed, at moments, near wide-open throttle operation with mixture enrichment, not modeled in Equations (35)- (37) . However, these speed bursts reflect particular events and not a natural driving behaviour, thus its significance should not be overstressed. average sectional results. The black points were computed from the actual speed profiles through VSP analysis, the red dots reflecting CSA results. The parity between booth methodologies along the road is evident, with the exception of a few points concerning the test-car runs, left image, where the divergence is notorious. The reason for this can be traced to the speed bursts resulting from HSF protocol enforcement, Figure 7 , that imposed, at moments, near wide-open throttle operation with mixture enrichment, not modeled in Equations (35)- (37) . However, these speed bursts reflect particular events and not a natural driving behaviour, thus its significance should not be overstressed.
(a) (b) Traffic results were simulated by averaging the local results of all runs, EB and WB, thus diluting the CSA and VSP divergences, as shown by the dashed lines. The parity between both methodologies was found adequate also for the HDT-F configuration, right image in Figure 15 , regardless of the type of terrain encountered. The test car fuel consumption and GHG emissions are almost independent of the vertical alignment of the road, unlike the HDT, dashed lines in Figure 15 , due to the near absence of braking events (Figures 9 and 13 ). In the sectional results presented here, each 5 km segment was assumed as a road link with boundary speeds equal to those actually observed, in order to compare properly the impact of the constant speed assumption. The parallelism between VSP and CSA results is such that it raised a question similar to the one expressed by Sentoff et al. [32] , 'How much road grade matters?', rephrased here as, 'How much the speed line matters?', naturally for free-flow driving conditions on hilly terrain. The answer can be inferred from the cumulative time-series distributions of slopes , normalized accelerations ⁄ , and from the sum of the previous, + ⁄ , as shown in Figure 16 . The similarity between the distributions ⁄ and + ⁄ suggest that (i) the speed and gradient profiles are coupled and (ii) highlight that the magnitude of free-flow accelerations is low, ( ) ⁄ ≪ 1. The shifting of the acceleration distributions towards negative values when the overall gradient is positive, or the reverse, reinforces point (i). These findings are corroborated by the large-scale field study by Liu et al. [58] . The free-flow power distribution is governed by road grade, thus increasing the CSA methodology representativeness. Traffic results were simulated by averaging the local results of all runs, EB and WB, thus diluting the CSA and VSP divergences, as shown by the dashed lines. The parity between both methodologies was found adequate also for the HDT-F configuration, right image in Figure 15 , regardless of the type of terrain encountered. The test car fuel consumption and GHG emissions are almost independent of the vertical alignment of the road, unlike the HDT, dashed lines in Figure 15 , due to the near absence of braking events (Figures 9 and 13 ). In the sectional results presented here, each 5 km segment was assumed as a road link with boundary speeds equal to those actually observed, in order to compare properly the impact of the constant speed assumption. The parallelism between VSP and CSA results is such that it raised a question similar to the one expressed by Sentoff et al. [32] , 'How much road grade matters?', rephrased here as, 'How much the speed line matters?', naturally for free-flow driving conditions on hilly terrain. The answer can be inferred from the cumulative time-series distributions of slopes s, normalized accelerations a/g, and from the sum of the previous, s + a/g, as shown in Figure 16 . The similarity between the distributions a/g and s + a/g suggest that (i) the speed and gradient profiles are coupled and (ii) highlight that the magnitude of free-flow accelerations is low, a/(sg)
1. The shifting of the acceleration distributions towards negative values when the overall gradient is positive, or the reverse, reinforces point (i). These findings are corroborated by the large-scale field study by Liu et al. [58] . The free-flow power distribution is governed by road grade, thus increasing the CSA methodology representativeness. 
Driving Protocol Impact on the HDT Energy Consumption
The loaded truck results shown in Figure 10 were obtained through VSP analysis for the LSF protocol, when in fact this speed profile reflects the driving behaviour of several HDVs followed, from small trucks to fully loaded heavy trucks, and not a single run. Therefore, in order to assess LSF protocol applicability to the fully loaded HDTs, the following validation procedure was followed: (i) a single run was obtained with a 37-ton truck, black lines in Figure 17 ; (ii) the LSF speed profile was rescaled to exhibit the same overall average speed of 70.7 km/h (as in run i), red lines; and then (iii) the VSP of the same truck configuration was applied to both speed lines and the second-by-second engine power results compared, as well as 5 km averages regarding FC and propulsive efficiency. Figure 15 shows that although the instantaneous powers diverge significantly at points, the segmental average results almost overlap each other. The propulsive efficiencies differ somewhat more since they reflect only the motion energy losses and not the gravitational energy change.
Margin of Improvement of a Road
The A25 origin-destination (O-D) traffic volumes are presently unknown. Thus, to illustrate the potential for road improvement as a function of road use (O-D movements), the following scenario was considered: a hypothetical semi-circular road with a 22.5 km radius and symmetric vertical alignment, having ±4% slopes, was built on the peninsula shown in Figure 18 . The traffic patterns of the vehicle classes described in Table 1 are shown in Figure 19 
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The A25 origin-destination (O-D) traffic volumes are presently unknown. Thus, to illustrate the potential for road improvement as a function of road use (O-D movements), the following scenario was considered: a hypothetical semi-circular road with a 22.5 km radius and symmetric vertical alignment, having ±4% slopes, was built on the peninsula shown in Figure 18 . The traffic patterns of the vehicle classes described in Table 1 are shown in Figure 19 , as well as the road link lengths L and sinuosity indexes S. The traffic volume considered, of 6750 v/d per lane, is significantly lower than A25 free-flow design value of 8750 v/d per lane. The HDT traffic is unbalanced. The fractioning of the LDV traffic by fuel type, petrol (P) or diesel (D), is 50-50%. The vehicles are assumed to travel at the respective regulatory speeds V, complying in this way with the mobility principle. The exception is the uphill speed of the loaded truck, which was determined from the gradeability equation (Equation (29)), since s s VG (V), being equal to 59 km/h. The speeds at boundary points are assumed equal. The effect of inertia was neglected since the roads vertical tangents are exceptionally long. Table 3 presents the main energy-efficiency indexes previously defined. It is recalled that the yearly propulsive work of 405 GWh exceeds its corrected value of 374 GWh due to unbalance traffic movements. The difference of 31 GWh reflects the payload elevation work from the coast to node 2. The corrected road work represents the propulsive energy required to overcome all dissipative forces acting upon the vehicles. However, only a fraction of it, the propulsive efficiency, can be attributed to the drag and rolling resistance forces, 60% for this traffic scenario.
The HDTs are more sensitive to the vertical road alignment than LDVs, having a propulsive efficiency of 40%. It is the road, more than the vehicle design, which determines the movement energy efficiency. Regarding LDVs, only incipient braking occurs, thus its propulsive efficiency is close to 100%. In other words, the propulsive energy is due to the vehicle only. Likewise, in a route with downgrades limited by the least observed vehicle gravity slope, no braking actions will occur in freeflow traffic conditions and the propulsive efficiency will be optimal. However, such road design option is not sustainable, even from an energy perspective, if obtained at the expense of an excessive increase in route length, since the vehicle motion resistance is also a dissipative force. The immediate conclusion is that comparing routes based merely on the VAPE index is only acceptable for similar road link lengths. Its relevance is to typify the energy consumption per road unit length. On the other Table 3 presents the main energy-efficiency indexes previously defined. It is recalled that the yearly propulsive work of 405 GWh exceeds its corrected value of 374 GWh due to unbalance traffic movements. The difference of 31 GWh reflects the payload elevation work from the coast to node 2. The corrected road work represents the propulsive energy required to overcome all dissipative forces acting upon the vehicles. However, only a fraction of it, the propulsive efficiency, can be attributed to the drag and rolling resistance forces, 60% for this traffic scenario.
The HDTs are more sensitive to the vertical road alignment than LDVs, having a propulsive efficiency of 40%. It is the road, more than the vehicle design, which determines the movement energy efficiency. Regarding LDVs, only incipient braking occurs, thus its propulsive efficiency is close to 100%. In other words, the propulsive energy is due to the vehicle only. Likewise, in a route with downgrades limited by the least observed vehicle gravity slope, no braking actions will occur in freeflow traffic conditions and the propulsive efficiency will be optimal. However, such road design option is not sustainable, even from an energy perspective, if obtained at the expense of an excessive increase in route length, since the vehicle motion resistance is also a dissipative force. The immediate conclusion is that comparing routes based merely on the VAPE index is only acceptable for similar road link lengths. Its relevance is to typify the energy consumption per road unit length. On the other Figure 19 . Traffic volumes for the road depicted in Figure 16 , numbers adjacent to the flow lines. The network nodes are encircled. The matrices L and S define the link lengths and the sinuosity indexes. Table 3 presents the main energy-efficiency indexes previously defined. It is recalled that the yearly propulsive work of 405 GWh exceeds its corrected value of 374 GWh due to unbalance traffic movements. The difference of 31 GWh reflects the payload elevation work from the coast to node 2. The corrected road work represents the propulsive energy required to overcome all dissipative forces acting upon the vehicles. However, only a fraction of it, the propulsive efficiency, can be attributed to the drag and rolling resistance forces, 60% for this traffic scenario.
The HDTs are more sensitive to the vertical road alignment than LDVs, having a propulsive efficiency of 40%. It is the road, more than the vehicle design, which determines the movement energy efficiency. Regarding LDVs, only incipient braking occurs, thus its propulsive efficiency is close to 100%. In other words, the propulsive energy is due to the vehicle only. Likewise, in a route with downgrades limited by the least observed vehicle gravity slope, no braking actions will occur in free-flow traffic conditions and the propulsive efficiency will be optimal. However, such road design option is not sustainable, even from an energy perspective, if obtained at the expense of an excessive increase in route length, since the vehicle motion resistance is also a dissipative force. The immediate conclusion is that comparing routes based merely on the VAPE index is only acceptable for similar road link lengths. Its relevance is to typify the energy consumption per road unit length. On the other hand, the link propulsive efficiency is an absolute index. For the scenario considered, it can be concluded that the road energy consumption could be reduced to 34.6% of the current value through an ideal transportation system. Such optimal solution would involve using vehicles with regenerative braking capacity and the construction of a straight-line network, as in Figure 18 . Table 3 . Efficiency indicators for semicircular route in Figure 18 . The results in brackets were computed through the Constant Speed Assumption methodology.
Efficiency Indicators
Results The results in Table 3 can be best interpreted in light of fuel costs and GHG emissions. Table 4 presents such results for a 40-year road alignment life. The full-life energy cost of 94 M€/km and the environmental impact of 172,000 t CO2 /km emphasize the convenience of optimizing such route. In comparison, the cost of the Portuguese motorway network, built between 1999 and 2007, was 3 M€/km [59] . Obs.: The thermal efficiencies considered in Equation (35) The option for a circular route with a direct connection 1-3 along the coastline, Figure 18 , would allow rerouting the heavy traffic N 13 and N 31 through it. With this alternative, the yearly propulsive work would be reduced from 405 to 284 GWh, with a corrected value of 253 GWh, thus increasing the network vertical alignment propulsive efficiency from 60% to 89%. Simultaneously, the traffic mobility increases from 89% to 93%. These benefits result from the flattening of the vertical alignment available to heavy vehicles.
Study Limitations
The CSA procedure can only by applied to free-flow movements between the entry and exit points of a road link, where the driver is assumed to comply with known local speed limits, thus for classification purposes, this limitation is not relevant. However, the CSA methodology will not produce reliable results if applied to small road segments, between passing points internal to the entire link movement, when the boundary speeds are expected to differ considerably.
Applying the CSA procedure in the design stage of a road requires prior knowledge of the link average speeds, particularly for heavy-duty vehicles. In such cases, the simplified equilibrium speed profile, SES line, should be used. However, it is thought that the SES average speed underestimates the true value compliant with the mobility principle, due to vehicle inertia. This aspect can only be assessed through microsimulation. Further research is needed to address this subject.
The proposed rating is intended as an analytical tool, and aims to implement an energy labelling system. It discloses the margin of improvement of the road alignment from an energy perspective, but it is not intended as a public gage of construction quality since it does not consider orographic or urbanistic constrains.
Conclusions
The proposed methodology characterizes traffic energy-efficiency as a function of the origin-destination movements, or road use, discriminating the vehicle mechanical energy from motion related energy losses. Additionally, it isolates the losses attributable to vehicle design from those resultant from the motion non-uniformity and braking events. The approach followed ensues from basic physical principals, being dimensionally homogenous. Thus, it can be applied to any traffic scenario. However, representative duty-cycles, speed, and gradient based methods, are needed.
Based on the Portuguese A25 case study, a modern road, it was found that the effect of gradient profile upon the motion efficiency of a HDT is very high, as shown by the round-trip vertical alignment propulsive efficiency of 50.5%, computed from field data and VSP load for a 37-ton truck. Using the CSA algebraic model, this same VAPE index was computed as 49.7%, a very small difference despite the speed unevenness, ranging from 32 to 96 km/h. The difference to 100% represents the fraction of the propulsive energy degraded as heat during braking. The cumulative effect of the road sinuosity is reflected on the link propulsive efficiency index. The obtained value of 33.1%, for the actual speed line, or 32.6% through the CSA methodology, means that the propulsive energy needed along a straight-line path would be reduced to almost one-third of the present value for the same travel time. These results show that the findings of Luin et al. [28] underestimate considerably the relative impact of the road geometry upon HDTs energy consumption, due to the approach limitations discussed in Section 2.1 and resolved in the present study.
The economic and environmental impact of a road alignment, is considerably more dependent on HDV traffic than on LDV traffic, since the energy consumption of passenger cars is only mildly affected by the gradient profile when compared with HDVs, with energy increases in relation to flat road travelling ranging from 7% to 17%, in line with the findings of other authors [29, 49] . Conversely, the LDV traffic energy consumption, and related emissions, are more affected by the road sinuosity than HDV traffic. Regarding the latter, there is evidence that there is more to gain by reducing downhill slopes than uphill gradients. However, this would demand to discriminate the road design per travel direction. This practice is uncommon in Portugal.
This energy-efficiency classification is new and physically meaningful, as it highlights the road margin of improvement from an energy perspective. As shown, it can be obtained adequately through the simplified CSA methodology for free-flow traffic conditions, typical on long distance duty cycles on rural roads. Likewise, it allows the computation of fuel consumption and GHG emissions. In fact, generalized fuel and GHG emissions charts could be constructed as a function of the vehicles gravity slopes and engines thermal efficiencies. The implementation of such charts is a relevant research topic, leading to another: to typify the spatial slope distributions inherent to different types of terrain and construction techniques, in order to develop a useful road design tool, aiming the design of more ecofriendly road networks.
This work confirms the findings of Liu et al. [58] , suggesting that free-flow driving cycles cannot be dissociated from the road gradient profile over hilly roads. A relevant conclusion of the present study is the suggestion that road traffic emissions and energy consumption should be based on duty-cycles normalized in a power basis rather than solely on a speed basis, for different vehicle classes. This practice is common in the railway sector. Further research is needed on this subject.
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